Robert Williams of the Transport Workers and Alf Purcell of the Furnishing Trades parted company with it rather than observe its policy in their unions. Tom Mann remained a loyal Communist until his death, although his trade union triumphs were behind him when he became general secretary of the Engineers' Union in 1920.
1 A. J. Cook, who left the CPGB in 1921, continued to pursue industrial militancy and socialist agitation outside the party, until retreat was forced upon him during the 1926 General Strike. Jack Tanner, who defected around the same time, followed a similar path before moving to the right after his election as president of Engineers in 1939. 2 During the 1930s, the party changed: the CPGB followed former members in conciliating economism, privileging trade unionism and gravitating towards officialdom. Party of Great Britain, Vol. I, Formation and Early Years, 1919 -1924 (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1969 ), pp.40-41, 83-84, 95, 109. For Mann, see, Joe White, Tom Mann (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1991 History and Politics, 5 (1986), pp.10-12. leader'; none became in Lenin's terms a 'tribune of the people'. 7 Bob Crow, who was general secretary of the Rail, Maritime and Transport Union (RMT) from 2002 until his death in 2014, was only among the most recent in a line of trade union leaders who aspired to represent workers within capitalism and secure their emancipation through its supercession.
One of the purposes of this essay is to inquire whether Crow was any more successful than his predecessors.
Crow was born in 1961 in East London and raised in Hainault, Essex, the son of a docker who was a staunch trade unionist, and a housewife who became a part-time cleaner.
He left school at 16 in 1979 -the year Margaret Thatcher unleashed the neoliberal counterreformation in Britain -to work on the London Underground and join the National Union of Railwaymen (subsequently the RMT). In the early-1980s, he was a local union representative, branch committee member, delegate to conference and, a little later, a fixture on the RMT's national executive. He emerged as a militant rank and file leader on the London Underground and became well-known in union circles beyond it. Crow was elected assistant general secretary (AGS) in 1994 and again in 1999. 8 He recollected the influence that his father and the powerful trade unionism of the 1970s had exercised on his commitment. Crow joined a movement with almost 13 million members at a time when 55 per cent of employees were trade unionists. In 1980, the NUR had 170,000 members and, to all intents and purposes, a secure base in a nationalised industry. Full employment, rising living standards and a state protective of organised labour needed defending; they still seemed permanent aspects of the post-war landscape. formed in a context of enforced change which exposed underlying fragilities in organised labour. Orchestrated by the state, the assault on the 1945 settlement stimulated union resistance, but accomplished their ultimate defeat. By the time he became AGS in 1994,
RMT membership had fallen to 67,981 and would decline further to 55,000 by the turn of the century. At which point, overall union membership had dropped below 8 million. Fewer than a third of workers were trade unionists and privatisation was creeping across the nationalised sector and the public utilities.
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In 1983, when he was 22, Crow enrolled in the CPGB, then in the throes of decline.
Its union base was crumbling and the party was gripped by factionalism. With the advent of Tony Blair, Crow decamped from the CPB with a group of RMT officials. Communism 1964 -1991 (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 2004 For industrial relations on the railways see, for example, Andrew Pendleton, 'The Evolution of Industrial Relations in UK Nationalised Industries ', British Journal of Industrial Relations, 35:2 (1997), pp.145-172;  By the time he was elected general secretary of the RMT in 2002, Crow was a confirmed but pragmatic militant in the Communist mould. He had no qualms about advocating industrial action when it was practicable and carried the prospect of success. But he was a flexible negotiator willing to settle on what he considered reasonable terms. He refused to take on a fight he believed the RMT could not win by breaking the Conservative government's employment legislation. In that context, he argued for action over concrete issues -whether wages, conditions, safety or victimisation -rather than privatisation or contracting-out. Crow had his critics and his supporters were disappointed by his rejection of proposals that he stand against his predecessor in the union's top job, Jimmy Knapp.
In office on Knapp's death, Crow enjoyed the advantage, not always afforded militants, of a favourable environment. The industry was expanding, demand was growing and there were labour shortages. Companies providing integrated 'perishable' services and bent on restructuring and downward pressure on wages and conditions were vulnerable to industrial action in a highly-unionised sector. Employers faced a range of pressures from shareholders, customers, workers and the state. Amplification of discontent by the RMT maximised its bargaining power. The union sought, with some success, to identify militancy with the public interest, and the employers with profiteering and incompetence.
Renationalisation of the railways became increasingly popular. Despite court rulings prohibiting strikes, Crow became adept at working within the law, and using strike votes as leverage in negotiations. Improvements in pay and conditions were consequently credited by members to the union -with further enhancement of bargaining power and a willingness to use it.
Ralph Darlington, 'Leadership and Union Militancy: The Case of the RMT', Capital and Class, 33:3 (2009 There are further difficulties with the framework Gall adumbrates for analysing Crow.
He expounds his approach as follows:
The key components deployed are 1) dialectical materialism, whereby the formative influence of syntheses of agency and environment, individual and collective, and ideas and actions are accorded prominence as a means of understanding social processes and outcomes (albeit with materialist concerns forming the foundation upon which the approach rests); and 2) a holistic form of political economy where politics and economics are held to be different but indivisible parts of society. This entails giving prominence to the influence of capitalism, the capitalist (neoliberal) state, and the struggle between capital and labour (p.8).
'This critical Marxist approach', we are told, 'also facilitates an analytical framework to consider how Crow was shaped by the RMT and helped to shape the RMT ' (p.8 
Marxism and Trade Unions: A Short Excursus
In view of these weaknesses it may be helpful to outline the bones of a Marxist analysis of trade unionism and politics which will help us evaluate both Crow and Gall's study of Crow.
Qualifications applicable to Marxism in general apply here. There is no straightforward, Unions cultivate a limited sense of collective identity and solidarity. Indispensable to protect workers, they organise the sale of labour power. Mobilising to create a market for it, they 21 Antonio Gramsci, Selections From Political Writings, 1910 -1920 placed on the primacy of the political in favourably resolving crisis. Kelly does not ignore the need for a revolutionary party. But the accent is on strikes raising workers' consciousness and driving political progress, rather than who leads them and a revolution-making party, educating and directing citizens across society. The latter is particularly important in Britain.
Luxemburg was writing in the context of an already existing mass party in Germany, attempting to convince it that revolution required mass mobilization in industry. In Britain no mass party exists. Its absence and importance require theoretical and practical prominence if the limitations of trade unionism are to be overcome. A key aspect of the party's role is to combat the embedded sectionalism and reformism of trade unionism and its tendency to compromise with the state; this may constitute a significant obstacle to progress in a crisis.
In contrast, Kelly surmises that in these circumstances union officials 'are much more likely to be advancing such struggles and promoting radical demands than in the past'.
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Some may change in a crisis. As a generalisation this appears over-optimistic in relation to what history and theory teaches us about trade unionism and its custodians. As crisis develops, Kelly considers that: 'Trade unions will play an essential role in the process as the principal agents of working class mobilisation', while a powerful party depends on a speculative, future industrial conflagration. 44 The hope is that a revolutionary party 'emerges from the radicalisation brought about by the next wave of strikes' rather than a strong basis having been previously assembled in day-to-day struggle -which might seem a necessary prerequisite for success in a future crisis. The leading role assigned to the unions appears questionable in terms of principle-moves towards revolution demand action and organisation across society beyond the employment relationship -and empirically -75 per cent of workers and a higher proportion of young workers are not trade unionists. 45 Yet, the creation of a party powerful enough to decisively intervene across society appears to be left until the last minute and hinge problematically on a future strike wave stimulating a consequent explosion of consciousness. Relying on an unknowable future is hazardous and thirty years after the book's publication the next strike wave shows few signs of putting in an appearance.
It is unclear whether Gall subscribes to Kelly's narrative but, this footnote apart, his own text tells us nothing of substance about strikes and consciousness.
Second, the absence of rigorous interviews with Crow on the subject of strikes and consciousness and the lack of first-hand statements of his ideas about it means we possess little direct evidence of his position. The only material substantiating Gall's assertion that Crow over-estimated the impact of strikes on consciousness cited in the book consists of two allegations in the Evening Standard and what Gall terms a 'TUC smear document' quoted in the same paper (pp.150-151). There is therefore, little empirical basis for Gall's claim.
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Evidence elsewhere in the book suggests that, on the contrary, Crow fundamentally viewed strikes in conventional trade union terms as a means of improving the wages and conditions of his own members, as an ancillary, albeit an important one, to collective bargaining. RMT strikes were constitutional. They were typically tactical stoppages, engaging small numbers of workers and of brief duration. Conducted in an era of working class quiescence and the decline of the strike, they were important in demonstrating the successful continuation and importance of proletarian combativity. They were not comparable with many major struggles of the past or the proliferation of unofficial action that reflected the rebellious culture of key industries in the post-war period. It is implausible to perceive them as having any significant autonomous impact on class consciousness, as distinct from militant trade union consciousness. They rarely challenged the institutionalisation of conflict. On the contrary, there are good reasons for believing that the move was misguided.
There existed appreciable discontent among RMT activists with New Labour, while its policies on rail, fanned frustration. But Crow and his supporters do not appear to have mounted meaningful overtures to muster other unions unhappy with Blair -the FBU, the The proof of the pudding was in the eating. It was four years after the RMT had been Labour' is hardly a half-truth. 58 If events provided a rebuff to reaction within Labour and British society, the party remained divided, the rightwing retained control over the apparatus and was strongly represented at conference and on the executive. The majority of MPs remained un-reconciled to more than moderate radicalism and Corbyn has done much to appease them. The battle is undecided -which affirms the Labour Party as a tremendously important site for socialist intervention. In that context, the RMT's trajectory appears more than ever isolationist, premature and parochial. Cheering on the Labour left and supporting
Corbyn from outside with no votes to make such support meaningful, the union's leaders are currently consulting with branches as to whether the RMT should reaffiliate to Labour. To return to our second point: how successful were Crow's attempts to begin to build a socialist alternative to Labour? Gall does not discuss the arguments about constructing a new party on a Marxist basis; or alternatively starting with a broader-based formation in which Marxists would work alongside left reformists in the hope of eventually moving towards a revolutionary party. 60 Crow's thoughts are not recorded, but it is reasonable to infer from his actions that he favoured a broad-based option. It remains unclear whether he perceived this as 'a halfway house' or a relatively finished instrument of socialist advance.
Gall seems on firm ground when he points out that Crow recognised that creating a new party (programme and structure undefined) would be a prolonged and difficult process and that he '...had no idea of how this would happen nor a strategy to achieve it' (p.156). On Taaffe's account, discussions took place on making a start on a broad-based organisation. However, they foundered on Crow's insistence that the SP would have to give up its organisation and press. 61 When discussions eventually resumed with the CPB and SP, they appear to have focussed on a compromise between the three participants which involved 'a halfway house'
to 'a halfway house'.
No2EU was a one-trick pony: a one-issue reformist platform, kitted out with abstract socialist rhetoric. Its roots stretched back to the Stalinist rehabilitation of nationalism during the popular front era from 1935, which had been reinforced during the Second World War. of class forces in Britain and beyond, which needed to be transcended before any question of external obstruction arose, was extremely unfavourable; that far from constituting the key to solving these difficulties, in the context of Euro-scepticism and nationalism in Britain, any leftwing campaign would find it difficult to avoid feeding into the discourse that the EU was the fount of workers' problems and providing sustenance to anti-immigrant and 'little England' prejudice; that in 2008 , in 2014 Even though the relationship between mobilisation and political congruence was not a simple one of cause and effect, the process of mobilisation was predicated upon political congruence, whereby Crow was the pivotal element in an informal network that (democratically) captured control of the RMT, establishing a hegemony of militancy (by creating common norms and expectations as a form of consciousness across the different sections of the union) and instituting a united, non-factionalised national leadership' (p.232).
The common political project and political congruence involve the RMT's leaders, resolves the problem by negating a distinction fundamental to Marxism and dissolving the political into the economic. We have travelled some way from critical Marxism. While Crow was alive, I wrote about these problems emphasising that despite the RMT leadership's admirable prosecution of industrial militancy, the gulf between the economic and political that entrenched, intractable and, for Marxists, disabling feature of labour history had not been bridged in the RMT -let alone more widely:
There is no evidence that the stoppages that have occurred produced recruits to TUSC or socialist groups in any appreciable numbers...In the absence of examples, it may be concluded that we have not progressed from previous periods of militancy or the, position where mobilisation remains on the terrain of industrial problems -not activists political radicalism -and makes few political converts...The reality may be closer than we would like to think to the quotidian economism of Communist Party shop stewards and their membership or a CP-dominated union such as DATA/TASS several decades ago. The RMT may still reflect, as British trade unionism historically has, a fissure among members between militancy, on the one hand, and allegiance to electoral politics and mainstream parties, usually Labour, on the other.
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Conclusion
The lessons we can derive from the experience of one leader of one small union in advantageous, industrial circumstances are important but, in relation to socialist progress in the labour movement, limited. Gall's attempt to provide a critical Marxist analysis suffers from the dearth of primary materials and the embargo on sources which might have yielded greater insights into Crow's thinking about trade unionism and socialism; the adoption of an analytical framework which is, at times, abstract and at times, attenuated in relation to Marxist theories of trade unionism; and the application of industrial relations theories in a fashion which in some instances does not greatly advance our understanding and, in the case of 'political congruence', proves more confusing than illuminating.
Gall registers persuasive conclusions about Crow's political initiatives, and his failure to fuse trade unionism and socialist politics, without subjecting them to fundamental critique and sometimes excuses Crow's failings in a fashion questionable in the most elastic Marxism. Marxists would consider to be a significant deficiency on Crow's part did not matter in relation to the problems he directly confronted:
...in the fight for better material conditions and against neoliberalism, it mattered little that Crow was from one far Left background, rather than another, or that his view on transforming workers into agents for socialism was underdeveloped. It might have mattered had the radical Left been much stronger, if the struggle for socialism was at an advanced stage or if society had been in a pre-revolutionary situation. For Crow -given that none of these were the case, what was more important was his steadfastness of belief and his professing them (sic) widely and frequently... (p.152).
Leaving aside the suggestion that Crow's political background mattered little to his behaviour as a union leader, a claim the evidence, appears to contradict, such comments highlight a danger that Marxists accept a dichotomy between the struggle today, for material improvement and against neoliberalism, and the struggle in the future, when things are more advanced. Only at some indeterminate point in the future does turning militants into Marxists and a developed understanding of the relationship between trade union and class consciousness become relevant. The implication is that militant reformist trade unionism is sufficient in the present. Making socialists remains a task for tomorrow in an advanced or pre-revolutionary situation. What is missing in this calculus is how we get from the present and the fight for better conditions to that more advanced or pre-revolutionary position.
Incubating an economic/political split, and passing over human agency in a fashion foreign to most Marxists, the above-quoted reflections neglect the simple point that what socialists do today -in terms of propaganda, agitation and organisation, however small, however carefully calibrated in relation to current circumstances -may influence what they can do in the future. It may contribute incrementally to socialist advance, on the one hand, or continuing resistance to the symptoms of the system, on the other. Even those who rely over much on events, appreciate the significance of agency in taking advantage of events. The ideas and organisation necessary to do this will not magically appear like a rabbit out of a conjurer's hat, in a crisis. They require developing in the here and now
The wider lessons Gall draws from examining Crow are largely confined to labour market relations: 'What he achieved within the RMT on industrial relations matters could not be replicated within the wider union movement, especially as the RMT was so small and idiosyncratic, and few union members had the power of RMT members ' (p.227 ). This constitutes a useful antidote to the mechanical approach of some industrial relations academics: they detect signs of union revival in specific circumstances and pronounce them transferable to more difficult environments. We may, however, nuance Gall's conclusion and observe: 'Effective leadership may maximise potential in unpromising territory. A circumscribed plea for imaginative leadership and calculative militancy in other sectors, for wider strategies tailored to distinctive milieu and a particular balance of forces may stem from consideration of rail'. 69 But that is not all we can learn. The primary point is that trade unionism, however militant, is not enough. It is not necessarily a road to political radicalisation and class consciousness -witness the RMT. We should emphasise its importance in organising workers, softening exploitation and sustaining combativity towards capital. We should stop investing it with a significance it does not possess in propelling participants towards class politics and anti-capitalism. This is particularly important at a time when capitalism is at the crossroads and the inability of the subjective factor to challenge it demands rigorous evaluation. 69 Ibid., p.257.
Crow was a tireless fighter who believed in class struggle, endeavoured to go beyond trade unionism and attempted to expand the horizons of trade unionists. He highlighted the organisation and ownership of the railways, campaigned for their renationalisation and sought to unify the interests of producers and consumers. He exploited his position to criticise capitalism and propagandise for socialism. He struggled to find a path to class politics. In practice, he prioritised trade unionism and, to paraphrase Lenin, 'allowed the organisation of economic indictments to constitute his predominant activity '. 70 In that sense, he emulated most left-wing union leaders through the twentieth century. Like them, he suffered severely from the absence of a meaningful revolutionary party and any rigorous conception of its role.
Together with Scargill, he exceeded the efforts of his post-war predecessors in his dogged pursuit of alternatives to Labourism. But like Scargill, whose excesses he did not share, Crow Gall concludes: 'Those are surely the best eulogies any union leader could hope for' (ibid.).
A union leader perhaps; a communist/socialist tribune of the people deserves to be judged in 'a political biography' by more exacting standards. 
